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Wizard Alchemy Blend: Diviner’s Eye
Essential Oil of the Month: Niaouli
Essential Oil Tincture: Frank, Myrrh & Gold
Exquisite Botanical Perfume: Expansive Forest

Diviner’s Eye (Sacred Anointing Blend)

Diviner’s Eye is a wondrous sacred anointing oil which activates intuition and stimulates the pineal 
gland.  Powerful synergy of high vibrational woods, resin, herbs and spices dance together into an 
uplifting, forest-tantalizing breath of consciousness.  For use during ceremony, to elevate thought and 
offer deep meditative qualities.  Very calming and vivacious, bringing out the elegance and surrender in
life.  Mystical forest hues of Chinese Cedar, Giant Fir & Pine dance with sacred Frankincense, Myrrh. 
Davana & Black Pepper create a special spiral dimension of sweet peppery intoxication ~ 

Diviner’s Eye is a co-formulation with amazing botanical perfumist Alicia Mai.  Best applied onto the 
wrist points, or the bottom of feet before meditation or ceremony.  Beautiful sacred anointing blend 
when applied to the third eye region with intention for opening up deeper and seeing more clearly.   

Ingredients: Wildcrafted Chinese Cedar (China), Wildcrafted Davana (India), Wildcrafted 
Frankincense Sacra (Oman), Organic Giant Fir (France), Organic CO2 Extracted Myrrh 
(Somalia), Organic Pine (Canada), Organic Black Pepper (Sri-Lanka) infused into ORMUS 
Enhanced Fractionated Coconut Oil.

Organic Steam Distilled, Niaouli (Madagascar)

Just in-time for the winter months: broad-spectrum anti-microbial Niaouli.  Considered to be a 
powerful immune system stimulant with superior anti-viral properties.  Very useful during the season of
colds & flus.  Stimulates immune system while directly reducing infective load to body.  Very cooling: 
use during powerful fevers to aid in breaking through high temperatures to normalize the system.

Try diffusing in your home: great with Eucalyptus, Peppermint, Leleshwa or Thyme Linalol!  Can 
massage a few drops onto the chest, rub hands together, cup hands to mouth and take several slow deep
inhalations.  Infuse into your favorite body rubs or carrier oils for deeper, sustained penetration.  Add 
into a steaming pot of water and create yourself a steam bath sauna using a towel or blanket to cover 
your body – make sure to close the eyes, inhale deep and let the essence penetrate your pores :-)
Ingredients: Organic Steam Distilled Niaouli (Melaleuca quinquenervia) from Madagascar.



Frank, Myrrh & Gold (Wizardry Tincture)

A rare offering for our Alchemy Club community, this is a magickal synergy of biblical proportions.  We are
so grateful for the access to premium quality botanical ingredients ~ this is our alchemical expression of an 
ancient synergy bringing together Frankincense & Myrrh resins and Oil of Gold.  Using three different 
frankincense species, combined with steam distilled & CO2 extracted Myrrh mixed with an alchemical 
extraction of Gold (“Oil of Gold” from Avery at Kymia Arts).  The vibration of this combination is beyond 
this world and we are humbled to bring this fabled synergy into light, and life ~

This is a member’s only tincture experience to offer a potent blend of these sacred resins with an alchemical
extraction from Gold to produce a consciousness enhancing tincture.  Shake well before each usage as some
ingredients may separate from the alcohol.  Try 1-2 drops on or under the tongue – breathe in deep ~ inhale!
Can also be applied to the wrist points or the third eye for meditation and to simply tune your vibration.

Ingredients: Blend of Wildcrafted CO2 Extracted Frankincense Carterii (Somalia), Wildcrafted 
CO2 Extracted Frankincense Serrata (India), Wildcrafted Frankincense Sacra (Oman), Organic 
Myrrh (Somalia), Organic CO2 Extracted Myrrh (Somalia) infused in Organic Sugar Cane 
Alcohol

Expansive Forest (Exquisite Botanical Perfume)

Expansive Forest is another celebration bringing the trees.  A concept blend from Dec 2017 which was 
blended in quantity for it’s first time Dec 1st 2018 for you to receive this month!  True to it’s name, 
Expansive Forest breathes tree essence into life with unique character.  Deep woody tones from the 
Japanese Hinoki soar with the top notes of Giant Fir and Rosemary Cineole.  Aromatic complex of tropical 
sweetness balance the earth with CO2 Nutmeg and a unique sprinkle of CO2 Star Anise.  Opoponax adds a 
slight soft sweet mid character and helichrysum softens the back end of the Giant Fir / Rosemary Cineole.

Infused in Organic Craft Lychee Spirits, this blend smells different on the skin than sniffed from the bottle.  
EF continues to evolve on the body working with your pheromones for hours.  Expansive Forest is novel 
and inspired to share it’s divine nectar with your body.  Apply a few drops onto the wrist points, around the 
chest and onto the third eye.  Wear as a botanical perfume, perfect for application before yoga, meditation 
or a work-out.  Promotes clarity of mind, thought and gentle relaxation of the nervous system!

Ingredients: Organic Giant Fir (France), Wildcrafted Hinoki Wood (Japan), Organic 
Helichrysum (Bosnia), Organic CO2 Extracted Nutmeg (Indonesia), Wildcrafted Opoponax 
(Ethiopia), Organic Rosemary Cineole (Tunisia), Organic CO2 Extracted Star Anise (Vietnam) 
infused in Organic Craft Lychee Spirits


